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Addendum to Volume 70, 
the Second Volume of the Special Issue on Statistics 
The table was inadvertently omitted in the Comment on p. 301 of Volume 
70. The comment concerned the notation used in the three papers: 
1 A. el Mossadeq, A. Kobilinsky, and D. Collombier, Construction d’orthogonaux 
dans les groupes abeliens finis et confusions d’effets dans les plans factoriels, 
303-320. 
2 Andre Kobilinsky, Confounding in relation to duality of finite abelian groups, 
321-347. 
3 R. A. Bailey, Factorial designs and Abelian groups, 349-368. 
The comment is repeated below, and it is followed by the table. The 
comment and table were prepared by R. A. Bailey and edited by G. P. H. 
Styan. 
These three papers address closely related aspects of the same subject: the 
relationship between finite Abelian groups and confounding in factorial 
designs. The papers were written independently, and from somewhat differ- 
ent points of view, with the result that notation is not consistent across the 
three papers. To help the reader, we have compiled this list showing the 
correspondences between the notation of the three papers. This list includes 
all instances where the same concept has been given different notation and 
most instances where identical notation has been used for different things. 
Some of the correspondences are not quite exact, as some ideas need 
distinguishing in one paper but not in all three. For example, el Mossadeq 
et al. hardly need to distinguish between a group and its dual, while only 
Kobilinsky needs to distinguish a morphism from the matrix representing it. 
(special editors: I. Olkin, C. R. Rao, and G. P. H. Styan) 
Set of plots (or units) 
A plot (or unit) 
Complete set of treatments 
A treatment 
Function from plots to treatments 
allocating treatments to plots 
Function from IWtrr“t”‘r”‘* to [w p’“tr induced 
by the treatment allocation 
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Group homomorphism defining the design 
Dual homomorphism 
(Mahicial) representation of the dual 
homomorphism 
Other group homomorphisms 
Factors 
Treatment factors 
Image of A under a name homomorphism 
Set of levels of factor A 
Set of levels of i th factor 
Number of levels of i th factor 
(Least) common multiple of the t, or m, 
Factor with one level; coarsest partition 
Identity factor; finest partition 
Function u --+ (A(u), B(u)) 
Finest factor or partition which nests both 
A and B 
Family of factors or partitions or morphisms 
Set of functions or vectors in R p’“t’ which 
are constant on each level of A 
The orthogonal complement in V, (or S,, ) 
of all V, (or S,) strictly contained in it 
Subspace for J-interaction 
Large subspace corresponding to group Ttr., or V, ,. 
element x 
WPC II ) or K I o 
or W+, or {xi Small subspace corresponding to group 
element x 
A vector in Rt’C’Lt”‘C1LtS 
A vector in R p’o’r 
Data vector 
Inner product on a vector space 
Orthogonal complement of subspace W 
Direct sum of vector spaces 
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Meaning 
Ring of integers modulo n 
Cyclic group of order 12 
Identity subgroup 
Direct product of sets 
Direct product of Abelian groups 
Subgroup generated by x 
Dual group of a group G 
Representation of the dual group as a direct 
product cyclic group 
Bilinear form on a group (and its dual) 
Annihilator (or orthogonal complement) 
of a subgroup S 
Group elements 
Irreducible characters or elements of the 
dual group 
Support of x or x 
Generator of the i-th summand 
Generator of the i-th summand of the dual 
Sylow p-subgroup 
Hall p’-subgroup 
